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TRUFLO® TNP Series - DID YOU KNOW?
Our TNP Series, non-metallic magnetic drive pump, is directly
interchangeable with ANSIMAG K+ and KM Series pumps. Except
for a couple proprietary parts, the internal components are fully
compatible with these ANSIMAG series.
The TNP Series has also stayed true to the one piece impeller and
outer drive design, keeping it simple and affordable for all our
customers makes for smooth running operations. For other product
interchange questions of TRUFLO ® pumps, please consult factory.

TRUFLO® Product Interchangeability (DAP, DSP, MAP)
Truflo offers component interchangeability between our own
products. The DAP, DSP, and MAP Series all use many of the
same parts. The DAP and MAP Series both use the same casing.
The DAP and DSP Series share the same impeller, power frame and
end cover.
This component interchangeability allows for easy modifications to a
process or application without purchasing all new pumps. Along
with the TNP Series, the MAP Series can accommodate closed
coupled and long coupled configurations.

TRUFLO® Pump Metallurgy Availability
At Truflo, we offer a wide range of alloys for our product lines. The
MAP Series is available in WCB, CF8, CF8M, CA6NM, CD4M and
CN7M materials. The DSP Series is available in WCB, CF8, CF8M
and CD4M. Our DAP Series is available in DCI, WCB, CF3, CF3M,
CF8, CF8M, CA6NM, CD4M, CN7M, Hastelloy B & C, Nickel, Titanium,
and Zirconium.
These available materials of construction allow for our product line
to cover a wide range of demanding applications.

Truflo Pumps is now on LinkedIn and Facebook
Truflo Pumps can now be found on LinkedIn and Facebook. Follow
our pages to receive project information, company news, product
updates and more. We always strive to improve our customer service
and our social media pages allows us to do just that.
Truflo can also provide support through LinkedIn and Facebook. Please
feel free to send us a message or comment on our updates. We can
still be contacted directly by email and through our website, as well.
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